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ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a MEMS 3D DR/GPS integrated system which provides 3D
attitude and position information for land vehicle application. Since low-cost MEMS-IMU provides data
with large bias, it is hard to obtain an accurate position of the land vehicle, especially during GPS
outages. To improve the performance of the MEMS-based navigation system, odometer-based 3D DR/GPS
formulation is proposed. The proposed algorithm uses 1D speed information for obtaining 3D position and
extended Kalman filter (EKF) to compensate for navigation errors. An error model for the EKF is developed,
including the odometer scale factor, which may change over various environments and require an accurate
value. By substituting a MEMS INS/GPS system to 3D DR/GPS system, the velocity and position errors
of navigation solution are reduced. Since the proposed system estimates 3D attitude and position unlike
conventional DR/GPS system, it suppresses navigation errors effectively when a land vehicle goes uphill
and downhill even for the GPS outages. Besides, the adaptation rule for measurement noise covariance is
applied to improve navigation performance. The proposed method is tested for a land vehicle in an urban
area, including GPS outages. The experimental results show that the proposed MEMS 3D DR/GPS system
provides a more stable navigation solution with fewer position errors.

INDEX TERMS MEMS DR/GPS integrated system, 3D dead reckoning, noise covariance adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Inertial navigation system (INS) provides a vehicle’s posi-
tion, velocity, and attitude information in a high sampling rate
without external disturbance [1]–[3]. However, the accuracy
of the INS depends on the specification of the inertial sensors,
and the navigation errors diverge as time goes on [3]. The
global positioning system (GPS) provides position informa-
tion with sufficient long-term reliable accuracy [4]. On the
other hand, GPS is vulnerable to external disturbance such as
jamming and difficult to obtain a reliable solution in a tunnel
or GPSmultipath area [4], [5]. To overcome bothweaknesses,
INS/GPS integrated system is widely used [1]–[7].

INS/GPS integration technique is widely used not only
for aerial vehicles but also for land vehicles [8], [9]. It also
becomes one of the fundamental navigation systems for
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autonomous land vehicles because it can provide high rate
navigation solutions without being affected by the external
environment. For the autonomous navigation, an accurate
navigation solution, which can provide a stable solution for
more than 5minutes duringGPS outages such as underground
parking lot or tunnel, is necessary because autonomous land
vehicles require seamless navigation.

Recently, microelectromechanical system (MEMS) tech-
nology has become commercially available and MEMS-
based INS/GPS systems are researched by many groups
[4], [10]–[16]. In GPS outages, the navigation errors of
MEMS-based INS/GPS system diverge rapidly due to low
performance of sensors. To solve this problem, additional
sensors such as odometer and magnetometer are used to cor-
rect the navigation errors. Previous works [4], [11] combined
odometer to correct velocity error and barometer to correct
altitude error, but the performance of the corrected system
was not sufficient for 3D applications.
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To improve inertial navigation performance, Rauch-
Tung-Striebel (RTS) smoother and nonholonomic con-
straints (NHC) were used to bound position and velocity
error in GPS outages [10]. However, RTS smoother is not
appropriate in real-time applications since it requires post-
processing. Similarly, NHC and magnetometers were used to
increase heading accuracy [11]. NHC is the kinematic con-
straint of a land vehicle that assumes the speed perpendicular
to the forward direction of the vehicle is zero. It improves the
navigation performance of the vehicle only when the forward
speed and the vehicle’s attitude are accurate and there is no
side-slip. Magnetometers were calibrated to provide heading
measurement to navigation system in [14]–[16], but using
magnetometers in the vehicle is inappropriate because they
are prone to be contaminated by the magnetic disturbances.
Previous works [17], [18] proposed integrating landmark
based vision system to INS system, which has benefits in
weight, cost, and power consumption. Since GPS quality is
not guaranteed for all area, map matching algorithm using
adaptive fuzzy network was proposed [19]. Also, Urban
Trench algorithm considering Non-Line-Of-Sight (NLOS)
satellites was developed using map information [20]. How-
ever, they need a precise map or other infrastructures for all
regions where the vehicle goes.

In addition to the INS/GPS integration, modified fault
detection and isolation (FDI) algorithm was proposed to
select and use GPS data with high accuracy [21], which
focused more on GPS signals and short term outages, and
did not consider navigation performance in wide GPS out-
age area. Previous work [22] proposed a land vehicle sys-
tem based on MEMS-IMU that combined with sliding-mode
observer (SMO) which made virtual sensor data. While the
performance was evaluated at GPS outage area for 60 seconds
to 80 seconds, the INS performance for a long time GPS
outage was not guaranteed, which should be verified for 3D
land vehicle applications and autonomous navigation.

Because these researches basically use INS algorithm
which calculates velocity by integrating acceleration from
MEMS accelerometers with large bias, it causes large nav-
igation error. For example, an accelerometer in MEMS IMU
(SMI 130, Bosch) has 70mg bias. Even though 90% of
accelerometer bias is compensated, 1/2 × 7mg × (10s)2 =
3.5m of position error is occurred in GPS outage for
10 seconds.

To reduce navigation error caused by MEMS grade IMU,
dead reckoning (DR)/GPS integration which uses odometer
and gyros for calculating position is also studied [23]–[33].
The main difference between the DR/GPS and INS/GPS
is how to obtain velocity. Since DR/GPS uses velocity
obtained by odometer directly, the velocity error is lower
than that for the INS case which integrates acceleration
from MEMS accelerometers with a large bias to obtain
velocity. Because velocity error induces attitude error by
NHC, and it also increases position error by integration,
the velocity error should be reduced essentially for accurate

FIGURE 1. Performance degradataion of conventional INS/GPS system at
GPS outage area.

navigation solution. Fig. 1 shows an example for the com-
parison of conventional DR/GPS andMEMS-based INS/GPS
system combined with the odometer at GPS outage area. The
vehicle is going down along the circular trajectory. AsMEMS
accelerometer bias has not been compensated fully for a long
time, the velocity error becomes larger and the estimated
circular trajectory begins to be distorted.

Previous works [29], [30] proposed methods to estimate
vehicle’s attitude accurately by compensating external accel-
erations of the vehicle. Performance analysis was done
at GPS outage areas according to combination of sensors
including wheel speed sensor, steering angle sensor, and yaw
rate sensor [31]. To improve navigation performance with
additional sensors, visual odometry-based algorithms were
also studied [32], [33]. But most of these researches focus
on 2-dimensional position, velocity, and acceleration, which
can increase navigation error at uphill and downhill in land
vehicle applications since they do not consider pitch attitude.
Especially when a vehicle moves down to the underground
parking lot and goes back to the road, the 2D solution
presents significant position error, which must be avoided
for autonomous navigation. Reduced inertial navigation sys-
tem (RISS), a 2D navigation algorithm using one single-axis
gyroscope and two-axis accelerometers with odometer, was
researched in [34]. In [35]–[37], RISS is developed to 3D
RISS by considering roll, pitch, and yaw angles. However,
3D RISS does not estimates the odometer scale factor, which
can vary over time or circumstances.

Since slight odometer scale factor error can induce large
navigation error, it is important to accurately estimate
it. Previous works [3], [38]–[40] estimated the odometer
scale factor in INS/GPS/odometer system which will be
described in section II-A. However, these researches related
to INS/GPS/odometer are also based on INS/GPS, which
uses acceleration integration for obtaining velocity, so that it
causes larger velocity and position error than DR/GPS which
uses velocity information directly without integration. Self-
calibration and in-motion alignment process were proposed
in [41]–[43] to estimate both misalignment and odometer
scale factor. These approaches do not use attitude measure-
ment, so their navigation performance are limited.
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Also, performance improvement will not be consistent
in various scenarios, especially in scenarios with dynamic
motion. In [44], odometer scale factor was estimated using
high-precision carrier-phase differential GPS (CDGPS) and
calibrated with tire temperature. In [45], odometer was sub-
stituted to frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
radar which can measure the vehicle’s velocity more accu-
rately, and showed that it improves the navigation perfor-
mance significantly. But high-precision CDGPS and FMCW
radar are not low-cost navigation system.

To address all these issues, MEMS-based 3-dimensional
DR/GPS system is proposed in this research. Since DR/GPS
system is expanded from 2D to 3D, z-axis position, atti-
tude, and 3-axis gyro bias are estimated additionally. Also,
to reduce overlapped state variables, velocity and accelera-
tion are not estimated but odometer scale factor is estimated
instead and it enables estimating odometer speed, which
implies no odometer settings are required. Therefore, the pro-
posed algorithm can be applied to all automotive navigation
systems installed in various models with different odometer
scale factors. To sum up, 10 state variables of the proposed
system are position, odometer scale factor, attitude, and gyro
bias. To improve attitude accuracy, g-slave mode attitude
calculated from acceleration is used as measurements, so that
small attitude and position errors can be sustained duringGPS
outage. By integrating GPS and barometer, the altitude accu-
racy can be improved as well. Performance of the proposed
system was verified through comparison in vehicle test with
MEMS INS/GPS method combined with odometer, which
consists of extended Kalman filter, and a conventional 2D
DR/GPS method.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the con-
ventional navigation algorithms are explained. In section III,
the proposed MEMS 3D DR/GPS system is described. The
experimental test results are presented in section IV, and the
conclusion is presented in section V.

II. CONVENTIONAL NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS
In the MEMS-based navigation, INS/GPS/odometer system
and 2D DR/GPS system are the most widely used systems.
These systems are explained briefly in the following section
A and B.

A. INS/GPS/ODOMETER SYSTEM
In pure navigation process of INS/GPS system, the position,
velocity, and attitude update are done as (1-3) [1], [3].

ṗ =
[
L̇ l̇ ḣ

]T
=
[ vN
Rm+h

vE
(Rt+h) cosL

−vD
]T
, (1)

v̇ =
[
v̇N v̇E v̇D

]T
= Cn

bf
b
− (2ωnie + ω

n
en)× v+ gn, (2)

q̇ =
1
2
q∗(ωbib − Cb

n(ω
n
ie + ω

n
en)), (3)

where p, v,q are the position, velocity, and attitude in quater-
nion, L, l, h are the position in latitude, longitude, height,
and subscript N , E, D represent the north, east, and vertical
down direction in the navigation frame, respectively. Cn

b is a

direction cosine matrix from body frame to navigation frame,
and gn is a gravity. Gravity is calculated using WGS84 earth
ellipsoidal model. fb, ωbib are acceleration and angular rate
measured from body frame, respectively. Symbol · represents
the time derivative of the variable, and ∗ means the quaternion
multiplication. ωnie, ω

n
en are earth rate and transport rate mea-

sured from navigation frame, respectively. Using the simple
trapezoidal integration technique, the position, velocity, and
quaternion integrations are calculated.

To compensate navigation error in (1-3), an extended
Kalman filter (EKF) is used with INS. In the EKF, error states
are defined as (4) and system model is defined as (5).

δx = [δL δl δh
... δvN δvE δvD

... δϕN δϕE δϕD
... ∇x ∇y ∇z

... εx εy εz]T , (4)

δẋ = F0δx+ w, w ∼ N (0, Q0), (5)

where δ indicates the error variable, δv, δϕ, ∇, ε are the
velocity error, the attitude error, the accelerometer bias, and
the gyro bias, and subscript x, y, and z represent the forward,
right, and vertical direction in the body frame, respectively.
F0 is the systemmodel matrix and described in [1], andw is a
process noise modeled as white Gaussian with covarianceQ.

For the EKF, GPS position and velocity are used as mea-
surements in general, as expressed in (6-8).

pGPS =
[
L l h

]T
, (6)

vGPS =
[
vN vE vD

]T
, (7)

δz =
[
pTINS vINS

T
]T
−

[
pTGPS vGPS

T
]T

= [I6×6 06×9] δx, (8)

where Ip×p, 0m×n represents the p × p identity matrix, and
m× n zero matrix, respectively.

To correct navigation error additionally, odometer data
can be used as a measurement of the filter with NHC con-
straint, which is used sequentially after the GPSmeasurement
update. NHC is the constraint that the velocities which are
perpendicular to forward direction of the vehicle are zero.

vby ≈ 0, , vbz ≈ 0. (9)

The relation between body frame velocity and navigation
frame velocity is described as

v̂b = Ĉb
nv̂
n
=

(
Ĉn
b

)T
v̂n. (10)

By perturbing equation (10),

vb + δvb = Cb
n(I+ (δψ×))(vn + δvn),

(11)

δvb ≈ Cb
nδv

n
+ Cb

n(δψ×)v
n
= Cb

nδv
n
− Cb

n(v
n
×)δψ. (12)

Applying to the EKF, odometer data with NHC can be used
as in (13).

δvb = vINS − vmeas
=
[
03×3 Cb

n −C
b
n(v

n
×) 03×3 03×3

]
δx, (13)
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vmeas =
[
vbx v

b
y v

b
z
]T
=
[
vodo 0 0

]T
, (14)

where vodo is an odometer speed.

B. 2D DR/GPS SYSTEM
In 2D DR/GPS, the position of the vehicle is calculated by
integrating navigation frame velocity, and navigation frame
velocity is calculated by speed obtained from odometer
directly with heading angle as in (15-16).

ṗ =
[
ṗN ṗE

]T
= vn, (15)

vn = Cn
bv
b
=

[
cosψ − sinψ
sinψ cosψ

] [
vodo
0

]
=

[
vodo cosψ
vodo sinψ

]
, (16)

where ψ is the heading angle obtained from gyro as in
(3) using quaternion, and Cn

b means the directional cosine
matrix. 2D DR/GPS position is also calculated by trapezoidal
integration.

In the EKF for estimating error states, essential states
include position error, velocity error, heading error and gyro
bias in general as

δx = [δpN δpE
...δv

... δψ
... εz]T . (17)

GPS position and speed are used as measurements,
as expressed in (18, 19).

pGPS =
[
pN pE

]T
, (18)

δz =
[
pTDR vDR

]T
−
[
pTGPS vGPS

]T
=
[
I3×3 03×2

]
δx. (19)

III. MEMS 3D DR/GPS SYSTEM
3D DR/GPS system proposed in this research is composed
of a navigation processor and an extended Kalman fil-
ter with sensor measurements. Filter structure of the pro-
posed 3D DR/GPS system for navigation solution is shown
in Fig. 2 with block diagram. Firstly, the DR solution is
obtained by odometer and gyro, not based on accelerometer.
Since odometer output is represented in body frame, its coor-
dinate is transformed to navigation framewith transformation
matrix which is calculated from attitude including roll, pitch,
and yaw. In the EKF, state variables include odometer scale
factor error to estimate it accurately in various environments.

FIGURE 2. Filter structure of the proposed 3D DR/GPS system.

Accelerometer and barometer data are used as tilt (roll and
pitch) measurements and altitude measurement for EKF with
the same update rate of the navigation processor, respectively.
GPS data is also used as measurement when it is acquired.
Also, adaptation rules for measurement noise covariance are
applied to improve navigation performance.

In the following section A, B, and C, the proposed 3D
DR/GPS algorithm structures are introduced with equa-
tions. Also, measurement noise covariance adaptation rule is
explained in section D, and the effect of estimating odometer
scale factor is shown in section E.

A. NAVIGATION PROCESSOR
In the proposed 3DDR/GPS system, the position and velocity
are calculated in 3D as (20-21), which are different from 2D
DR/GPS equations (15-16).

ṗ=
[
ṗN ṗE ṗD

]T
=vn, (20)

vn=Cn
bv
b
=Cn

b
[
vodo 0 0

]T
=Cn

b
[
s uodo 0 0

]T
,

(21)

where uodo and s are odometer output and odometer scale
factor, respectively. In this model, odometer scale factor s is
modelled using multiplicative error model as s(1+δs), whose
nominal value is s.

Attitude update in (3) that uses quaternion is employed in
the navigation processor since 3D DR/GPS system also uses
gyro in attitude calculation.

B. DERIVATION OF 3D DR/GPS SYSTEM ERROR MODEL
The proposed error compensation algorithm in 3D DR/GPS
is based on EKF, and following models are described below.

Process model of the navigation error equation is described
in (22).

δẋ = Fδx+ w, w ∼ N (0, Q), (22)

where w is a process noise modeled as white Gaussian with
covariance Q.
State variables of the proposed filter are position error,

odometer scale factor error, attitude error, and gyro bias as
expressed in (23).

δx = [δpN δpE δpD
...δs

... δϕN δϕE δϕD
... εx εy εz]T , (23)

where δp, δs, δϕ, ε are the position error, the odometer scale
factor error, the attitude error, and the gyro bias, respectively.
Velocity error in INS/GPS system is replaced by odometer
scale factor, and accelerometer bias term is removed because
accelerometer is not used for calculating velocity but as
EKF measurement for tilt error compensation. Since the
accelerometer is not used for obtaining velocity, it does not
directly induce position error. In addition, the accelerometer
bias is initially corrected, and so that residual bias of less than
10% has remained [46]. Noting that the turn-on bias of SMI
130 accelerometer is less than 70 mg and the temperature
coefficient is less than 1mg/K, we can assume the residual
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bias will be kept smaller than 7 mg for 1 hour. The residual
bias influences on the measurement quality, which is not
significant compared with other error sources.

Derivative of position estimate in navigation frame can be
represented with transformation of the velocity in body frame
as in (24),

˙̂p = Ĉn
bv̂
b
= (I− (δψ×))Cn

b(v
b
+ δvb), (24)

δvb =
[
δ vodo 0 0

]T
, (25)

δvodo = δs× uodo, (26)

where p̂, Ĉn
b, v̂b are the outputs of pure navigation algorithm

and (δψ×) skew-symmetric matrix representing the vector
cross product by the vector δψ .
Position error model is obtained in (27) using (20), (21)

and (24), and eliminating second order term. The speed is
assumed to have only x directional value of the vehicle like
NHC assumption.

δṗ = ˙̂p− ṗ = Ĉn
bv̂
b
− Cn

bv
b
≈ Cn

bδv
b
− (δψ×)vn. (27)

This equation is the same as NHC equation (12) when
substituting δṗ = δvn. Since the assumption with zero speed
along y, z axis in (12) is the same as the results in (27) where
the second order term is eliminated, using (27) means NHC
is applied directly to the 3D DR/GPS system.

To use position error model in the filter, (27) can be
expressed as alternate form, (28).

δṗ = Cn
bδv

b
+ (vn×)δψ = Cn

b
[
1 0 0

]T
δs× uodo

+(vn×)δψ. (28)

Odometer scale factor error and gyro bias are modelled as
first order Markov process model, as shown in (29)

δṡ = −
1
τ1
δs+ ns

δε̇ = −
1
τ2
δε + nε,

(29)

where τ1, τ2 are the time constants.
Since the proposed algorithm estimates odometer scale fac-

tor, it can estimate odometer velocity exactly even if odometer
scale factor is set wrong initially or varies over time. Since a
vehicle moves dynamically, we use the odometer scale factor
error model instead of odometer bias error model.

From (28) and (29), the systemmatrixF of the 3DDR/GPS
error equation is expressed by (30), and its submatrices are
expressed by (31, 32).

F=



03×3 Cn
b

 uodo0
0

 Cn
b

 suodo0
0

×
 03×3

01×3 −
1
τ1

01×3 01×3

F31 03×1 F33 −Cn
b

03×3 03×1 03×3 −
1
τ2
I3×3


,

(30)

F31=


1

Rm+h
(�D−

ρNRtt
Rt+h

) 0 −
ρN

Rt+h

−
ρERmm
(Rm+h)2

0 −
ρE

Rm+h
1

Rm+h
(−�N−ρN sec2 L−

ρDRtt
Rt+h

) 0 −
ρD

Rt+h

 ,
(31)

F33=

 0 �D + ρD −ρE
−�D − ρD 0 �N + ρN

ρE −�N − ρN 0

 , (32)

where 0m×n represents the m× n zero matrix.

C. EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER WITH SENSOR
MEASUREMENTS
To compensate navigation errors, an EKF is applied to the
error model (22). In this study, position, ground speed and
course angle from GPS, barometer data, and attitude calcu-
lated by acceleration are used to compensate errors. Since
the sampling rates of measurements are different, measure-
ment update of the EKF is divided into two steps. In step 1,
the measurement update for attitude error and barometric
altitude error compensation is done at 20 Hz rate. In this
stage, tilt angle from accelerometer and barometer are used
as measurements. Then in step 2, measurement update using
GPS position, ground speed, and course angle is done at
1Hz rate formainly compensating position error, height error,
azimuth error, and odometer scale factor error. In both steps,
themeasurement equation of the Kalman filter is expressed as

δz = Hδx+ η, η ∼ N (0, R), (33)

where η is the white Gaussian measurement noise with
covariance R.
In step 1, tilt measurements are used, which are converted

from the accelerometer measurement. If the navigation pro-
cessor explained in section III-A is only working in the
vehicle, attitude error is accumulated over time. While GPS
data cannot compensate the attitude of the vehicle at GPS
outage area, step 1, which can be used in GPS outage area,
can correct tilt of the vehicle and play an important role
for improving navigation performance. Tilt measurements
can be generated by accelerometer output using (34, 35),
and they are used for tilt angle correction in step 1 [11].
Since the residual bias of less than 7mg (= 0.07m/s2) con-
tributes to the tilt angle errors by only 0.4011deg, the residual
accelerometer bias after initial calibration influences little on
the measurement quality compared with other error sources
such as engine vibration, vibration during driving due to the
road condition, and other dynamic errors.

φacc = tan−1
(
fy
fz

)
, (34)

θacc = tan−1

 fx√
f 2y + f 2z

 , (35)

where fx , fy, fz are the accelerometer outputs.
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However, (34, 35) become inaccurate in high dynamic
cases since additional accelerations are applied. To solve
the problem, active compensation of the tilt angles, which
estimates applied acceleration and uses the compensated
acceleration for calculating tilt angles, can be applied to
(34, 35) as presented in the RISS/GPS [34]–[37]. In this
case, however, the calculated tilt angle cannot be used for
EKF measurements because they are correlated with other
error states. Therefore, the calculated tilt angles are directly
used for the navigation process. Since noisy acceleration is
included in active compensation, using it directly for tilt
angle calculation causes inaccurate results compared with
gyro quaternion based method used in this research.

Another effective solution to the problem is using adapta-
tion rule for measurement update. The proposed 3D DR/GPS
uses this method, and it will be explained in section III-D.

Also, altitude obtained from barometer is combined
together in step 1 since sampling rates of the barometer
and the accelerometer are the same in the proposed system.
Therefore, the measurement update equation in step 1 is
summarized as

δz1=H1δx+ η1
=
[
φDR θDR hDR

]T
−
[
φacc θacc hbaro

]T
, (36)

H1=


01×4

[
−

cosψ
cos θ −

sinψ
cos θ 0

]
01×3

01×4

[
sinψ − cosψ 0

]
01×3[

0 0 1 0
]

01×3 01×3

 , (37)

where subscript 1 represents the step 1, subscript DR repre-
sents the dead reckoning output, and ψ is the yaw angle.
In step 2, GPS position, ground speed, and heading angle

are used as measurements to compensate odometer scale fac-
tor error and azimuth angle, as expressed in (38-41). The GPS
heading values are provided from the GPRMC information
in the NMEA log. Covariance of the EKF state is updated by
step 1 at 20Hz, and updated one more time by step 2 at 1Hz.

pGPS =
[
pN pE pD

]T
, (38)

vDR = suodo, (39)

δz2 = H2δx+ η2
=
[
pTDR vDR ψDR

]T
−
[
pTGPS vGPS ψGPS

]T
, (40)

H2 =

 I3×3 03×1 03×3 03×3
01×3 uodo 01×3 01×3
01×3 0

[
tan θ cosψ tan θ sinψ −1

]
01×3

 .
(41)

To compensate height error, both GPS height and barom-
eter are used as measurements selectively as shown in (36)
and (40). In open sky, GPS height is used to adjust barometer
bias simply, and both GPS height and barometer are used
as significant measurements for height error compensation.
Since GPS height is not reliable around urban canyons, or not
available in GPS outage area, it is selectively used only when
GPS quality is good. In GPS outage area or around urban

canyons where GPS condition is not good enough, it is exam-
ined that the GPS height may have fatal error more than 19m.
Therefore, barometer height, whose bias is adjusted already,
is mainly used alternatively in this situation.

D. ADAPTATION RULE FOR MEASUREMENT NOISE
COVARIANCE
To improve navigation accuracy, three measurement noise
covariance adaptation rules are applied.

First part is checking the accuracy of the attitude measure-
ments by measuring accelerometer disturbances, which was
described earlier in measurement update step 1 of the section
C. Since (34, 35) are appropriate only for static situation, they
cannot be used when the norm of the acceleration ‖f‖ is not
within reliable boundary [11]. So, if ‖f‖ is considerably larger
than the pre-determined boundary, whichmeans that ‖f‖−g is
larger than the threshold, the measurement noise covariance
related to the attitude error, Ra, should be increased. If the
threshold is set too high, attitude measurement form (34, 35)
will be used for all cases with lowRa, which degrades naviga-
tion performance. On the contrary, when threshold is set too
low, attitude measurement may be used with high Ra even
in static situation, meaning that the measurement will not be
used properly for compensating tilt error. So it is important to
choose appropriate threshold.

The threshold is determined from MATLAB simula-
tions. It is assumed that the vehicle is driven along the
2-dimensional curved course for 500 seconds and speed is
constant as 20 m/s except start and end point. Specification
of the MEMS IMU is same as in TABLE 1 of section IV-A,
which will be explained later with experiment data.

Using the simulation data, the accuracy of tilt measurement
is checked according to the norm of acceleration, and this
relationship is shown in Fig. 3. The blue shaded area is the
section where the vehicle makes turn and the norm of the
acceleration increases. Firstly, we checked the points where
the roll or pitch angle error becomes larger than 5 degrees,
which are indicated by red circles in the figure. At those

FIGURE 3. Relation between attitude calculated by accelerometer and
norm of the acceleration.
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points, the value of ‖f‖ − g can be obtained as blue circle
point, which indicates 0.059m/s2 ≈ 0.006 g. By this result,
we chose the threshold for vehicle experiment.

Second part is deciding the reliability of Doppler mea-
surements according to vehicle speed. Since Doppler qual-
ity degrades as the vehicle speed becomes lower [28],
GPS velocity measurement noise covariance Rg should be
adapted according to the vehicle speed. In the experiment
of section IV, vehicle speed was measured by odometer and
shown in Fig. 4. Shaded areas in Fig. 4 are the low velocity
section with retaining similar speed for a long time, and
we selected threshold for classifying low speed section and
high speed section near these values, which is approximately
4 ∼ 6 m/s.

FIGURE 4. Vehicle speed measured by odometer.

Lastly, adaptation is also applied to height error estimation.
Barometric height measurement can be changed rapidly due
to pressure change by opening window of the vehicle. Thus,
the innovation based adaptation rule is applied to height
error estimation. If the difference of the estimated height
and barometric height measurement is larger than threshold,
the measurement is judged to be inaccurate, and the adapta-
tion rule increases the measurement noise covariance related
to the height error. The threshold is set near to 2.5 m, which
is almost 80 % of one floor height.

E. EFFECT OF ESTIMATING ODOMETER SCALE FACTOR
Since the odometry error induces position error directly in
the 3D DR/GPS, it should be pre-determined or estimated
accurately. However, it cannot be easily determined because it
relies on tire conditions and varies over time. Thus, odometer
scale factor error is included in the error state vector for exact
estimation using GPS speedmeasurement. The importance of
odometer scale factor error estimation is validated by MAT-
LAB simulation with the same scenario in section D. Firstly,
the effect of initial odometer scale factor error is examined
when the odometer scale factor is not estimated in DR/GPS
system. Estimated trajectories according to various odometer
scale factors are compared in Fig. 5, and they show the

FIGURE 5. Estimated trajectory according to different odometer scale
factor.

FIGURE 6. Effect of wrong odometer scale factor in curved course.

differences at curved courses. True odometer scale factor
value was set to 1, and multiplicative error model is used. The
lower left corner of Fig. 5 is magnified in Fig. 6. The vehicle
goes left and turns right at the corner. When odometer scale
factor is set smaller than 1, it turns inside of the corner, and
turns outside in opposite case even when position measure-
ments from GPS receiver are available.

Figs. 7 and 8 are attitude and position errors with constant
odometer scale factor. Yellow bars in the figures mean curved
courses. Since roll and pitch angles are compensated by the
filter as explained in the previous sections III-C and D, they
are not affected by odometer scale factor error. However,
odometer scale factor error induces yaw error at curved
courses because the filter tries to compensate the difference
between the position by the odometer and GPS position
measurement, which also increases position error.

By estimating odometer scale factor, these problems can
be solved. Fig. 9 shows the estimation results of odometer
scale factor errors using the proposed 3D DR/GPS system.
Since the estimate of scale factor converges to true value 1,
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FIGURE 7. Attitude error according to different initial odometer scale
factor.

FIGURE 8. Position error according to different initial odometer scale
factor.

FIGURE 9. Estimate of odometer scale factor using 3D DR/GPS system.

attitude and position errors are sustained small and show
stable performance regardless of initial odometer scale factor
errors as shown in Figs. 10 and 11.

FIGURE 10. Attitude error according to different initial odometer scale
factor using 3D DR/GPS system.

FIGURE 11. Position error according to different initial odometer scale
factor using 3D DR/GPS system.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To validate the proposed algorithm, several vehicle tests were
conducted. Test settings and results are described in this
section.

A. TEST SETTINGS
Several experimental tests with vehicle were conducted to
verify the proposed algorithm. Data acquisition modules used
in the experiment were installed at the interior of the vehicle,
which is shown in Fig. 12. Experimental equipment and
data acquisition were supported by Hyundai MnSOFT. These
modules include 6-axis inertial sensor, SMI 130, by Bosch
that provides navigation data. In addition, GNSS receiver
STA8089FG by STMicroelectronics and barometer BMP
280 by Bosch were used. All the specifications are summa-
rized in Table 1 and 2.

The vehicle tests were performed several times on urban
area including GPS outage section as shown in Fig. 13. Total
experiment time for one test was about 7,440 seconds, length
was 64.56 km, and speed measured by odometer is shown
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FIGURE 12. Data acquistion module mounted behind the vehicle.

FIGURE 13. Test trajectory.

TABLE 1. Specification of the inertial sensors.

TABLE 2. Specification of the barometer.

in Fig. 4. To analyze the navigation accuracy of the proposed
system, estimated trajectory at open sky and threeGPS outage
areas were considered in next section.

B. TEST RESULTS
Since the GPS horizontal position is used for position mea-
surements in the open sky area, the position error is bounded
by the GPS position. Fig. 14 shows the results in the open
sky area and the proposed algorithm provides position with
bounded error. In this area, we factitiously blocked GPS

FIGURE 14. Factitiously block GPS in open sky.

FIGURE 15. Position error with factitiously block GPS in open sky.

data for 40 seconds and compared the proposed 3D DR/GPS
solution with GPS position data. Even for this case, the
proposed algorithm provided stable horizontal position with-
out divergence as shown in Fig. 15. If conventional algo-
rithm is employed, the error will increase monotonically with
time. However, the proposed 3D DR/GPS uses measurement
update using tilt measurement and barometer even when GPS
is not available. Therefore, the error does not simply diverge
with time, but fluctuates within some bound. The fluctuation
in position error is mainly caused by tilt angle measurement
because tilt correction influences on azimuth angle, which
results in position change. Moreover, the test site was inter-
change with relatively large tilt angle, so that tilt correction
influences more on position change. As shown in the Figure,
the horizontal error does not diverge and is bounded under
7 m, which is similar to the accuracy of the GPS horizontal
position.

Estimated trajectories in GPS outage areas are shown
in Figs. 16 to 18. In these areas, map information provided
by Google satellite map in MATLAB was used as a reference
since it provides accurate position and align direction of
buildings and roads. The accuracy of the Google satellite map
in the region where the vehicle tests were conducted was
validated against the map created by the Hyundai MnSOFT,
which has an accuracy of 3∼4m, globally. However, since the
map error appears in the form of a bias in a small area, it can
be seen that the map is relatively more accurate than 3∼4m
when calculating the navigation error.
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FIGURE 16. GPS outage area 1: underground parking garage (409 s).

Conventional 2D DR/GPS and conventional INS/GPS/
odometer algorithm with odometer are also compared with
the proposed algorithm. Fig. 16 shows the results in the
underground parking lot course with GPS outage of 409 sec-
onds. It starts with going down rotating downhill and after
passing several turning course in the underground, going up
rotating uphill at the end. The shape of the underground
course by the proposed algorithm is well-aligned with the
buildings in the satellite map, and each circle shape corre-
sponds to a circular rotation section. Also, by comparing with
3D DR/GPS without adaptation rule, it can be confirmed
that the proposed adaptation rule is important to accurately
estimate the attitude. On the other hand, heading angle error
of the 2D DR/GPS increases after downhill since it does
not consider tilt angles, which results in the distorted and
misaligned trajectory with buildings. Also, the NHC, used in
the 2D DR/GPS, and heading error may cause unexpected
position error when the vehicle rotates repeatedly as shown
in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Position errors in GPS outage areas.

INS/GPS/odometer shows more errors compared to 2D
DR/GPS since the velocity error induced by accelerom-
eters’ bias is larger than odometer error as explained.
Fig. 17 presents the results in a multilevel parking garage
with 182 seconds GPS outage. Opposite to the case shown
in Fig. 16, it starts with going up the rotating section and
after passes turning course at the rooftop, it goes down
the rotation section. The proposed algorithm also shows a

FIGURE 17. GPS outage area 2: multilevel parking garage (182 s).

FIGURE 18. GPS outage area 3: tunnel with smooth curve (159 s).

well-aligned trajectory in this area. 2D DR/GPS shows head-
ing error at the end of the trajectory, and a circular section
of INS/GPS/odometer is distorted due to velocity error and
attitude error. Fig. 18 shows the results in a tunnel section
with a smooth curve, and it lasts for 159 seconds. In this
area, position error was calculated after the vehicle came
out of the tunnel. In this case, position error was 1.91 m
using the proposed algorithm, and 5.74 m using 2D DR/GPS.
INS /GPS/odometer result showed bad performance since the
attitude was not compensated correctly.

Position errors of the three algorithms on the GPS out-
age sections where the GPS is not available for more than
3 minutes are summarized in Table 3. The errors were cal-
culated based on the closest point of the road segment.
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FIGURE 19. Height estimate from entrance to exit of underground
parking garage.

FIGURE 20. Attitude estimate at underground parking garage.

The proposed algorithm showed smaller position errors than
other two algorithms.

Because there is no reliable reference for altitude, altitude
change at the same point where the underground parking
garage starts and ends (Fig. 16) is calculated for error analy-
sis. Since 2D DR/GPS does not provide height when GPS
is not available, 3D DR/GPS and INS/GPS/odometer are
compared in Fig. 19. Height estimate of the 3D DR/GPS
changed only 1.22 m, but that of INS/GPS/odometer changed
22.34 m. This difference is caused by an estimation error of
pitch angle. Fig. 20 shows the results for estimated attitude
at the flatland of the underground parking lot. Since true
attitude cannot be easily acquired when GPS is not available,
we focus more on the fluctuated values than the average value
in analyzing attitude error. In Fig. 20, shaded areas present the
location where speed bumps exist. In these area, pitch angle
should go up and down. The proposed algorithm reflects the
effect of speed bumps at the shaded area, but the pitch of
INS/GPS/odometer is not affected enough.

Fig. 21 shows the comparison results of 3D RISS/GPS and
3DDR/GPS at a tunnel. The position errors of 3D RISS/GPS,
3D DR/GPS are 24.56m and 20.86m, respectively. As shown
in the figure, the estimation performance of 3D DR/GPS is
more accurate than 3D RISS/GPS.

FIGURE 21. GPS outage area 4: tunnel with smooth curve (132 s).

V. CONCLUSION
In this research, MEMS IMU based 3D DR/GPS system
was proposed, and performance was verified with vehicle
tests. To improve the performance, INS/GPS system was
substituted to DR/GPS algorithm, which is less affected by
large bias error of accelerometer, and 3D navigation solu-
tion was suggested to reduce error in uphill and down-
hill more effectively than conventional 2D DR/GPS system.
To compensate navigation errors, the error model and mea-
surement equations for 3D DR/GPS was derived and EKF
was applied. Especially, odometer scale factor was esti-
mated and its necessity was verified by MATLAB simula-
tion. Also, adaptation rules for measurement noise covariance
were applied to use measurement information appropriately.
In vehicle tests, the proposed 3D DR/GPS system pro-
vided a more reliable navigation solution than conven-
tional 2D DR/GPS and INS/GPS/odometer systems because
the proposed algorithm estimated attitude and 3D position
more effectively and used attitude and altitude measure-
ments as well as GPS measurements. In result, the proposed
algorithm showed smaller position errors than other two
algorithms.

The proposed method improved the estimation perfor-
mance ofMEMS-based navigation systemwithout additional
bulky hardware for the vehicle. It showed stable estimation
performance for long GPS outage time, when a low-cost
MEMS-based navigation system is vulnerable to diverge.
In addition, it estimates odometer scale factor, so that it
is applicable to various vehicles with unknown different
odometer scale factor. Therefore, the proposed method can
be used for any navigation system that needs low-cost sim-
ple navigation system, but requires robust performance for
GPS outage.
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